HOL I S TI C BU S I NES S INTEL L I GENC E
F O R I N V E S TMENT D I S TR IBU TI O N
THE C H A LL E N G E
The marketplace for investment solutions is highly competitive, regulatory costs are on the rise and margins
are under substantial pressure. To target the right people with the right product at the right time requires a
comprehensive understanding of the company client book, the market and the opportunity.
Client data. There’s plenty of data, but very little intelligence – combining multiple sources of platform MI of
varying degrees of granularity into a single view is difficult to achieve without considerable resource.
Industry intelligence. A single view only tells you part of the story. How do you know if you’re in or out of
line with market trends? How do you figure out if you’re doing better or worse than your competitors? Without
competitor data, assessing your competitiveness is impossible.
Distributors. With resources stretched paper thin, a scattergun approach to
distribution is no longer affordable or sustainable. To screen out noise and
identify the accessible market and opportunity, investment providers
need accurate, up-to-date distributor intelligence covering not only the
basics, but also information on business models, activity, model
portfolios, overarching gatekeepers and influencers, and more.
The industry is crying out for a solution that combines three
needs into one prompt, precise and pertinent source of
information. A solution that will deliver market
intelligence a week after month end.
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T H E A N S WER IS FINS CAPE
ON E S OLUT I O N
FINSCAPE is an end-to-end solution that will help investment providers streamline their market intelligence needs,
save time and reduce costs.
FINSCAPE gives investment providers a comprehensive, accurate and trusted view of their client book dovetailed
with the wider market, enabling them to:

•

Make sense of the disparate MI data from platforms and wholesale
aggregators

•
•
•
•

Gain an accurate and consolidated view of the client book
Understand the market and assess if sales trends are in or out of line
Understand the true impact of changing trends and sales on revenues
Identify short and long-term investment trends and respond appropriately
(product development, sales and marketing, education)
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•

Provide people in the field with accurate and timely intelligence on
distributor behaviour and preferences

•

Understand and monitor emerging trends such as outsourcing,
vertical integration, gatekeeper influence

•

Receive market intelligence how you want it - into data
warehouses, CRM systems or Finscape dashboards
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TWO IN DUST RY E X P E R T S
FINSCAPE is the brainchild of two industry experts,
Fundscape and Altus:
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•

A unique combination of research, market knowledge and
technology expertise

•
•
•
•

Independent, stable businesses with long-term relationships with fund groups and platforms
Trusted and experienced in holding, managing and distributing confidential data
Significant experience of existing MI solutions
Proven technology and security pedigree (ISO27001)

THRE E G OL D E N S O U R C E S
FINSCAPE has been designed to harness the power of cloud computing. External data is continuously processed
by our automated matching engine to ensure that Finscape is always bang up to date. To eliminate the risk of
human error, we take direct automated data feeds from three golden sources:

•
•
•

Transaction data from platforms
Holdings data from transfer agents
Intermediary data from the FCA that is refined by an expert team of analysts

DA TA YOU C A N T RU S T
FINSCAPE uses the latest, best-of-breed technology and is complemented by an expert team of analysts.
Software and systems work together to ensure our industry experts are on top of any changes in the market.
Our solution is prompt, precise and pertinent. That’s why Finscape has been described by investment
managers as the most exciting development in distribution intelligence for years.
To find out more, visit www.finscape.co.uk, or contact:
Bella Caridade-Ferreira, joint MD:
bella@finscape.co.uk • +44 (0)7980 241298
Guy Edsall, joint MD:
guy.edsall@finscape.co.uk • +44 (0)7940 598159
Kevin Okell, Director:
kevin.okell@finscape.co.uk • +44 (0)7771 726146
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